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Image charges in semiconductor quantum wells: Effect on exciton binding energy
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Binding energies of excitons in a quantum-well structure are calculated including fully the
effects of image charges, finite barriers, the z correlation of electrons and holes, and anisotropic
hole masses. The influence of discontinuous masses and discontinuous dielectric constants across
the interfaces is evaluated in detail: While the mass difference becomes important only when the
excitonic wave function penetrates into the barrier, the image charges appreciably modify the
Coulomb interaction and therefore influence the exciton binding energy even at well widths larger
than the exciton Bohr radius. Results for technologically important, particular material systems
are presented.

The well-recognized importance of excitonic effects on
the optical properties of semiconductor quantum wells
(QW's) (Refs. 1-3) has attracted much attention to the
calculation of exciton binding energies in these struc-
tures. ' Although the problem is well defined, theoreti-
cal calculations for realistic structures with different ma-
terial parameters in the well and barrier region were car-
ried out with several approximations up to now. In con-
trast, three-dimensional (3D) excitons in bulk semicon-
ductors have been treated with much greater pre-
cision. '4's In the investigations on excitons in QW's by
Miller et al and Bast.ard et al. , an inftnite barrier -po-
tential has been used. The theory has been largely im-
proved by Green and Bajaj, who took ftnite barriers into
account. But, they used the same masses and dielectric
constants for the well and barrier material, thus avoiding
some theoretical difficulties. Grundmann and Bimberg
presented a calculation which yielded the correct limit for
the barrier exciton as the QW width L, 0. The z corre-
lation of electrons and holes —increasingly important as
L, 0 and L, —was properly taken into account by
using a nonseparable two-parameter trial wave function
for the variational ansatz.

One important issue has been neglected up to this point:
The different dielectric constants in the well (e ) and bar-
rier (eb) region cause image charges yielding potentially
significant corrections to the binding energies. Keldysh
has treated this problem for large ratios of well to barrier
dielectric constants and eb (& e„, typical for semicon-
ductor-insulator heterostructures. He also used an infinite
barrier height. For seiniconductor QW's with arbitrary
dielectric constants, the image charges have been included
into such calculations by Tran Thoai, still with infinite
barriers. Whittaker' has included the effect of image

charges into the numerical integration of the radial
Schrodinger equation with finite barriers (this approach
without image charges has been published by Wu" also).
Whittaker's calculation, however, neglects the image
self-energy and does not account for the z correlation of
electrons and holes. A calculation of the exciton problem
with finite barriers, including the image potential and
self-energy and the z correlation of electrons and holes,
has been published recently by Kumagai and Taka-
gahara. '2 However, the well-known and essential mass
anisotropy for heavy and light holes in the QW is not tak-
en into consideration. '2

In this paper we calculate the exciton binding energy in
a QW with finite barriers, with full inclusion of effects due
to the image charges and the z correlation of electrons and
holes and with discontinuous masses (taking into account
the mass anisotropy of heavy and light holes). The image
self-energy is investigated with emphasis on a proper re-
normalization of the inherent divergence, thus refining the
approach adopted in Ref. 12. Therefore, we present a
solution of the exciton problem in a quantum we11 without
approximations, except for the valence-band hybridization
which might have a certain influence on excitonic spec-
tra. ' We use the two-parameter variational function
given in Ref. 7 and thus obtain the correct bulk limits as
L, 0 and as L, ~. The impact of discontinuous
masses and/or discontinuous dielectric constants on the
exciton binding energy is evaluated. With our ansatz we
calculate binding energies for the material combinations
Alo 4oGao soAs/GaAs, Ino 5iGac 47As/InP, and Ino q3Gao 47-

As/Inos2A104sAs, which are presently some of the most
important systems for device applications. The material
parameters used are listed in Table I.

We now give a brief summary of the theory. The Ham-
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TABLE I. Material parameters of GaAs, Alp4pGap6pAs, InP, Ino, 53Gap4pAs, and Inp. 5~Alp. 48As used
in the calculation (4 K values).

Material

GaAs'
Alo. 4oGao. 6oAs
InP'

Ino. 53Gap 47As

Inp. 52Alp. 48As

Egap (eV)

1.518
2. 163
1.423

0.813 '

1.5» '

/~E, //~E,

60% '

40% "

75% ~

6.85
4.67
5.15

».0"

4.57

2. 1

1.17
0.94

4. 18 "

1 19

me

0.0665
0.0895
0.0803

0.041"

0.074'

12.5
1 1.5
12.6

13.9 '

12.3 '

'Reference 17.
Reference 18.

'Reference 19.

Reference 20.
'Reference 21.
'Reference 22.

~Reference 23.
"Reference 24.
'Reference 25.

iltonian is given as

a'a I a
2 t)z, m, 8z,

tt' a 1 a
2 8zh mh, ~ t)zh

//t
' t'2

&p ~pa + Ve,conf(Ze ) + Vh, conf(Zh )
2Ple 2Plg, II

+ V, /, (r„r/, ) +Z(z, ) +Z (z/, ) .

m, is the electron effective mass, mh & and mh li are the
hole effective masses in z and in-plane directions, respec-
tively, and r, (p„z,). They are expressed in terms of
the Luttinger parameters, '

mo being the free-electron
mass [upper sign is for heavy holes (HH), and lower sign

I

is for light holes (LH)]:

y) + 2y2
an

~II, II mo mp

V, /, (r„rh) is the Coulomb potential including the effect
of image charges obtained from the solution of the Poisson
equation for the QW situation, and Z(z) the correspond-
ing self-energy

Z(z) & lim [V, h(r', r) —V, $"(r',r)] (3)r'~ r

with V, h'" being the bulk Coulomb potential screened
with e„(eb) in the well (barrier) region. For the sake of
further discussion, we give it explicitly, '

2 OO 2ll n

Zwell( ) e g 0 + g 0
2ew n l, 2, nLz n l, 3 nL, —2 I z I nL, +2lzl

(4)
OO ~n

Zbarrier( )
e g Q

2Eh n 1,3, nL, +2lzl 2)L +2lzl

(f e'h )/(c + eh ) is a measure of the dielectric
misfit. Please note that Zb"""vanishes for L, 0 (no well

present). As known, the image self-energy diverges if the
boundary is approached, i.e., as z ~L,/2. This is due
to the unphysical assumption that the induced surface
charge has no spatial extension. For a metal-semi-
conductor contact, the divergence is removed by slightly
displacing the boundary plane (mirror shift L, L' )
into the metal, since the induced density is located there.
The same procedure has been adopted in Ref. 12 for the
QW situation. But then, Z """remains finite for L, =0
and may produce spurious effects. Instead, we assume the
surface charge to be located symmetrically with respect to
the boundary, and to have an extension 6 of roughly one
lattice constant ao. Then, the self-energy is calculated
with the principal-value replacement

nL, —2lzl (nL, —2lzl)'+~'
(s)

in every term of (4), and the correct limit for L, =0 is
preserved. Our including the image self-energy into the
sublevel calculation gives an upward shift which is larger
for the hole than for the electron since the latter
penetrates more easily into the barrier, averaging better

I

over positive and negative portions of Z(z). For the
Aio.4o&ao.soAs/GaAs parameters of Fig. 1, maximum sub-
level shifts are found at L, 2 nm, amounting to 1 and 2
meV for electrons and holes, respectively.

The trial wave function taken from Ref. 7 is

y(p, z„zh) -exp ——Qp'+X'(z, —zh)' u, (z, )uh(zh),
a

(6)
with confinement wave functions u, and up. In the exci-
tonic part, a is the Bohr diameter, and X accounts for the
dimensionality of the exciton and varies between 0
(quasi-2D case) and 1 (3D bulk case for L, 0 and
L,~ oo). a and )r, are fixed by minimizing the expecta-
tion value of the Hamiltonian (1).

At this point we would like to discuss an important de-
tail: The hole masses in Eq. (2) only hold for a truly
quasi-2D QW situation with an anisotropy between the z
and in-plane directions. In the case of bulk semiconduc-
tors with zinc blende lattice the exciton binding energy is
calculated to a very good approximation with an isotropic
and equal hole mass for HH and LH, mo/yl.

' The
corrections due to y2 are of the order of a few percent
only. In the Hamiltonian the hole masses remain strongly
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FIG. 1. Heavy-hole exciton binding energy vs quantum well

width in Alp. 4pGap 6pAs/GaAs QW's for different approximations
to the barrier parameters. The dash-dotted line is a result from
the numerical integration of the 2D Schrodinger equation.

15
Alp 4pGap spAs/GaAs X(e, lh

anisotropic even in the bulk case. As we neglect any HH-
LH coupling, we obtain in this limit slightly different
wave functions for HH and LH. However, the binding
energies come very close to each other.

In all three investigated systems Alp4pGapspAs/GaAs,
Inp 53Gap 47As/InP, and Inp 53Gap 47As/Inp. sqAlp 4sAs, the
barrier material has the larger masses and the smaller
dielectric constant. The corrections due to both effects
therefore act in the same direction leading to an increase
of Eb-m/e as compared to the bulk value of the well
material. In Figs. 1 and 2 we have plotted the exciton
binding energy as a function of well width for heavy and
light holes in an Alp 4pGap 6pAs/GaAs QW for four
different approximations for the ratios of masses and
dielectric constants. Taking the barrier mass equal to the
well mass and ignoring the image charges (like in Ref. 6),
we obtain a rather fiat dependence of Eb(L, ) which ap-
proaches the bulk GaAs value for L, 0. The inclusion
of image charges does almost not change the shape of the
Eb(L, ) dependence but leads to a nearly rigid shift of Eb
even for quite large well widths where the exciton is total-
ly confined in the well region. The image self-energy
influences the binding energy only via the modification of
the confinement wave function, which is a minor effect.

The electrostatic interaction manifests itself over larger
distances than the exciton Bohr radius ag, and the
Coulomb interaction in the well is thus substantially
modified by the barrier even for L, & as.

Quite different is the influence of the discontinuity of
the masses across the interfaces: A change in Eb occurs
only at well widths where the exciton leaks out into the
barrier. For large well width L, & as the binding energy
is not modified. The shape of the Eb vs L, dependence
changes and gets steeper close to the maximum of the
binding energy which shifts to narrower well width. The
calculation with the true barrier parameters, including
discontinuous masses and image charges, sums up both
effects and yields an Eb(L, ) curve with a steep maximum
at L., =1.5 nm and an upward shift at larger well
thicknesses. The maximum binding energy fully including
the barrier material parameters is about 25% larger than
that obtained from a calculation with the same material
parameters for well and barrier. Due to the fact that the z
correlation of electrons and holes is fully taken into ac-
count we obtain in the limit L,~ 0 for Eb the bulk value
of the barrier material.

We have included as a dash-dotted line in Fig. 1 the
binding energy obtained from a numerical integration of
the two-dimensional Schrodinger equation. Here, the z
correlation cannot be included and the results are only
valid in that range where the variational calculation gave
k near to zero (1 nm ~ L, ~ 20 nm in the present case).
The change in the binding energy is rather small. On the
other hand, the variational wave function gives too large
values (-20%) for the oscillator strength. All further
curves in the paper are obtained from the variational cal-
culation.

For Inp53Gap47As/InP (Fig. 3) and Inp53Gap47As/
Inp52Alp4sAs (Fig. 4), we have calculated the heavy- and
light-hole binding energy with and without the effect of
image charges but in each case considering discontinuous
masses. For Inp 53Gap 47As/InP (Inp 53Gap 47As/Inp 52

Alp 4sAs), the binding energy is enlarged by the image
charges up to —15/p (-20%).

Our numerical results are partly at variance to those
obtained by Kumagai and Takagahara, ' who use the
same variational function as in this paper [Eq. (6)]. In
Fig. 5, we compare their result (dashed line) for the exci-
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FIG. 2. Light-hole exciton binding energy vs quantum well
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FIG. 3. Exciton binding energy vs quantum well width for

heavy and light holes in Inp53Gp47As/Inp QW's with and
without inclusion of image charges.
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ton binding energy in Alp 3pGap 7pAs/GaAs QW's with our
calculation using the same material parameters.
Kumagai and Takagahara do not obtain the drop of bind-

ing energy to the barrier bulk value for L, 0. This drop
is crucial from the theoretical point of view because it is

naturally included in the variational ansatz with finite bar-
rierso and has been indeed experimentally verified.
A possible origin of this discrepancy may be the different
treatment of the image self-energy. As detailed above, we
have used a scheme which gives zero effect in the limit
L, 0 as it should, in contrast to Ref. 12.

Summing up our results, we have evaluated the infiu-

ence of image charges and discontinuous masses in QW
structures on the exciton binding energy taking the z
correlation of electrons and holes into account. The bar-
rier material with the larger band gap usually has the
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FIG. 5. Heavy-hole exciton binding energy in Alp, 3QGao7pAs/
GaAs QW's. Solid line, present calculation; dashed line, from
Fig. 15 of Ref. 12.
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larger masses and the smaller dielectric constant. Both
effects increase the binding energy significantly compared
to calculations with the same material parameters for the
well and barrier region. Our calculation yields the correct
bulk binding energies for the limiting cases L, 0 and
L, pp. The singularity due to the image self-energy has
been properly renormalized.
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